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Women in the Workforce … V’taas B’chefetz Kapehah

“Nothing splendid has even
been achieved except by those
who dared believe that something
inside them was superior to
circumstance.” — Bruce Barton

Responsibility. Circumstances.
Duty. Drive.
Neshos chayil juggle multiple
responsibilities in and out of the
home.
Often the repetitiveness, the
circumstance of the task, mires
our own perspective of achievements. Wholehearted effort, slogging through the daily grind, seems

to make negligible impact. The situation feels tiresome. There is no
way out, no way to grow.
Let’s stop and focus on our
personal
accomplishments,
our devotion to our families
and dedication at work. V’taas
b’chefetz kapehah — assuredly, we
are shaping the future. Each of us,
all of us, faithfully involved.
In the coming weeks we will,
b’ezras Hashem, use this space
to share those insightful and
delightful nuggets of inspiration,
how-to-ace-the-problem insights
and ideas.

At our fingertips, a diamond
reflects
the
many-faceted
strengths we embrace. We can
adorn the sparkle by sharing
information regarding our field
of expertise, work, job openings
and our professional goals.
Woman trade recipes easily.
Now, let’s put our heads together,
dispense successful solutions and
begin reaching out to each other.
Join me, as we begin to crystallize
opportunities for performance.

Hi Shaindy,
I noticed your blurb/article and
figured this would be the best
way to get an answer.
I keep hearing, “You would
do better with a better elevator
pitch.” I am talking to friends
about getting a job, but really
am not looking to work in tall
buildings particularly. ... Elevator?
Pitch? Got any clues?
Sari L.
Dear Sari,
I’m certain we will get helpful
information for you from our
reading audience. Briefly ... allow
me to clarify.
An elevator pitch does not
pertain to elevators in buildings.
It’s about presenting yourself in
a memorable, interesting way in
the first 30 seconds of a meeting.
Your first impression. Between
floors, so to speak.
When searching for a job,
looking to get that promotion,
or pitching your business to a

potential client, polishing your
“elevator pitch” is very important.
It enables you to tap day-to-day
interactions, to let more people
know where you are headed
and engage them in helping you.
As you approach potential job
interviews, directly or indirectly,
making a great impression will
pay off. Polishing your elevator
pitch requires condensing your
message in a succinct way,
showcasing your abilities and
unique offering quickly. It may
also involve introducing yourself
in a more upbeat, determined
manner.
Some key component for
formulating your elevator pitch:
Start off strong: Your success
in catching your listener’s interest
depends on your first sentence.
You want them to want to hear
more.
Be authentic: While you do
want to be interesting, you must
ensure that you are authentic.
Even if you have achieved some
fantastic breakthroughs, this
is not the time to mention them.
Avoid using big words. Instead,
explain why you are the right
person, with the rights skills to fill
this position or solve this problem.
Be specific and use regular

language. You need to stick to the
solution you are offering; who will
benefit and how.
A good pitch will shift (slightly)
to address and pique the interest
of the person listening.
Leave them wanting more.
Make an offer, mention a great
connection or past client or job.
Make a connection: OK, this is
for the second 30 to 60 seconds.
As soon as possible after you make
your opening comments, try to
connect with, express interest in
and learn something about the
person you are talking to. Perhaps
this will give you the tip you need
to continue the conversation and
make a lasting connection — and
of course, end by offering a way to
stay in touch — such as handing
the person a business card, a
project portfolio synopsis with
your contact details, etc.
Here’s how to practice and get
the feedback you need to tweak it
right:
Practice saying a few different
versions of your pitch to yourself
or in front of a mirror. A few
versions because you want it
to sound natural and not like an
advertisement.
Ask friends and family for
feedback.
Head out to a few interviews
and practice your pitch for real.
Even if it takes you a few tries to
hit your stride — you’ll be better
for having tried.
Sari, I hope you will share your
pitch with all of us!

